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• Removes Swirls & Fine Scratches after
Compounding (3 step)
• Enhances Gloss Before Final Finishing (2
step)
• Contains No Wax• May be Used as a Finish

Sealer by Hand or Machine (1 Step)
• Use with PRO® Eliminator Foam Pads
• Durability 30-60 Days
• VOC Compliant

P-21

SWIRL ELIMINATOR
& Polish
FEATURES AND BENEFITS

RECOMMENDED FOR

P-21 Swirl Eliminator & Polish is an
important step in helping detailers
attain more perfect finishes. This is a
professionally designed product that
works well on clear coats as well as
other automotive surfaces. Tiny swirls
are eliminated quickly with the smooth
action of micro abrasives working
in harmony with added waxes, oils,
cleaners and silicones. P-21 is a single
product with results that make it a one
step performer. This means that when
you have prepared the surface with P21 you will have a swirl free, glass like
finish remaining. Not only does it make
the swirls disappear, but it also polishes
the vehicle in one operation. It will not
harm the delicate basecoat/clearcoat
systems on the newer model cars. It
can be used by hand to make it even
more versatile. P-21 Swirl Eliminator &
Polish can solve a lot of problems and
should be a staple product in every
detailers hands.

1) Painted surfaces that have been
affected by swirls or compound
scratches (3 step).
2) Finishes in need of gloss restoration
after compounding (2 step).
3) Finishes that do not require compounding, but need a high gloss,
protective shine (1 step).

APPLICATION

Directions: Shake well before using. Safety glasses and NIOSH dust
mask are recommended while using
this product. For best results, do not
apply in direct sunlight or onto a hot
surface.
Hand Use: Apply product to a clean,
cotton wax applicator and spread
product evenly over small area of
painted surface, rubbing well in a
circular motion. Let dry to a haze
(approx. 3 minutes) and wipe off with
a clean, soft, cotton towel. Polish by
hand to a high gloss, turning towel
while wiping down.
Orbital Use: Apply product to a clean
bonnet. Turn on orbital and spread

product evenly over surface. Let dry
to a haze (approx. 3 minutes). Remove with a clean, dry bonnet and
burnish to a high gloss finish.
High Speed Buffer: Apply product
to wax applicator and spread evenly
over small area of paint surface before buffing. Use a VF-85-C yellow
foam polish pad or RV-85-C charcoal
foam finish pad. Buff with adequate
pressure @ 1400 - 2300 rpm. As
product dries, reduce pressure and
burnish to a high gloss. Clean pad
often to remove contaminants. Finish with W-41 Yellow Wax, P-35 Satin
Creme™ or P-39 Polymer II™ to seal
in depth and clarity with long term
protection.
SPECIAL NOTES
Do not apply in direct sunlight or onto
a hot surface.
PACKAGING
PINT/12 PER CASE
GALLON/4 PER CASE
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